
Welcome to WR121.
What is WR121?

WR121 is a course designed to be a foundation for all other college work. It covers processes
and fundamentals of writing expository (explanatory) essays, including structure, organization
and development, diction and style, revision and editing, conventions and standard usage
required for college and business place writing.

Written communication is very important in the world we inhabit. The written word gives us
history: What happened? To whom? When? Why? What caused it? What were the
consequences? How does it compare to what happened before? Written communication
seals our agreements. Who will do what? When? And how much will it cost? Written
communication also helps us make sense of our own responses. And, as Julia Alvarez said, “I
write to find out what I’m thinking. I write to find out who I am. I write to understand things.”
So to strengthen all of the above, welcome to WR121.

What book should I get?
For this section, you’ll need the textbook They Say, I Say, the Quick ‘n’ Dirty Handbook for
Writers, both available at the bookstore.  In addition, on my instructor website, you’ll find a
packet of supplemental readings.  I encourage you to download that packet to your own
computer, flashdrive, or mobile device for later retrieval.  As each section is assigned, you can
print it off for class use.

Your specific assignments will be given in class. That way, I can adjust assignments to fit YOU
and not some generic group of folks.

What else might I need?
A USB stick/Flashdrive is a helpful place to “store” your essays
Two Blank Blue (or green) Books. You’ll need these for your final exam.

In addition, you’ll find a good college dictionary very helpful. It’s not necessary to spend a lot
of money. Visit a used book store and check out their dictionary section.  So that you get one
with the latest terminology, buy one that is no more than five years old.

A Thesaurus can be very helpful, too. It will give you a wealth of words which might be used
instead of the common one you’ve thought of.

An English handbook is another tool for your arsenal. Again, it is not necessary to spend a lot
of money. Spelling, punctuation, and general usage have not changed a lot over the years, but
“documentation” formats have changed. For those, you’ll want a fairly up-to-date resource.
But, hey, you can always look on-line!
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